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INTRODUCTION

DESIGN AND METHODS

Individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) are more sensitive to their
environments [1-2]. Everyday situations may induce high-stress reactions.
Depending on the severity, a Sensory Processing Disorder or sensory overload
episode can occur at any time.

The digital sensory room should closely mimic a sensory room's sensations but
should not do so in a way that can unnerve to the user as VR may be a
disorienting sensation. Though a digital room gives more opportunities to create
what isn't feasible in real life, any exaggerations should be carefully navigated
to maintain the room's grounded feeling. The room's goal is to have four
established zones, each guiding the user through different sensations suitable for
other occasions.

As shown in Fig. 1, or Calm Rooms, sensory rooms exist to aid in these
situations. Calm Rooms resemble playrooms and usually consist of objects of
various stimulating colors, textures, and sizes. The rooms often feature calming
ambient noise or music along with multiple sources of colorful lighting.

RESULTS (continued)

Fig. 5 ,New room design textured and lit in Unity,

Fig. 6, Final room design rendered in Unity

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While navigation and a select few audio samples have been implemented into
the scene, haptic output that complements the visual/audio stimuli still needs to
be implemented. Additionally, signature haptic patterns need to be determined
for each zone
Fig.1, Real Sensory room example

Finally, the room is designed to perform on a Windows machine and an Oculus
Rift headset; future work requires adapting this experience to work on mobile
devices.

Physical calm rooms are not available everywhere and can be costly to install.
VR (virtual reality) rooms can simulate a sensory room's experience while
providing accessibility and low space and financial cost.
Previous work has shown that the design and use of a passive VR calm room, as
shown in Fig 2.- an experience with no feedback, just immersion in a calming
setting - have been an effective tool for mitigating a sensory episode [7-8]. In a
pilot study of 4 participants, there was a 63% reduction in the amount of time it
took for students to resume participation after an episode [9].

Fig. 2 Final Room layout w/ four outlined "zones"

Each distinct area needs to play a different musical tune and haptic response.
The objects surrounding the user differ in purpose slightly pairing with the audio
and haptics. For example, the area of the room with the glowing orbs are more
stimulating as calm rooms are meant to expose the user to senses in a safe and
calm environment while the visuals the audio and haptics need to be more
"upbeat".
Movement is simple, using specific teleportation anchor points in each zone
Once at the positions, the user is restrained from walking or moving around but
is free to look around. Limiting movement also minimizes cybersickness.

Fig. 7. Example of in-game
teleportation UI and anchor point

Fig. 8. Wide shot of current room design
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Fig. 4, New room design modeled in Blender, no textures
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